




1.0 Introduction 

In Appendix 1 of this report general procedures for the design and 
evaluation of vibration isolation, systems. are reviewed. It is shown 
that in general., a: vibration isolation system is adequate only when it 
enables a human operator to meet the objectives of some system by 
performing.a task well enough and for long enough. If the vibration 
intrudes too far upon the operator's performance and endurance the 
system of which he ie a part will not meet its objectives. There still 
remain examples today where inadequate vibration isolators limit the 
performance of a system. The agricultural tractor is one of these. It 
is not uncommon to see a tractor driver supplementing the tractor tyre 
spring by using his own vibratiOn isolators •-• his legs. 

1.1 Road vehicle vibration isolation systems 

In most passenger transport vehicles, particularly passenger cars, 
vibration isolation systems (suspension systems) have progressed to the 
point.where,vibration no longer intrudes upon the performance of the 
driving task. Passengers are now willing to ride for long periods of 
time in such vehicles. However, so long as it is commercially worth 
while development of such already acceptable suspension systems will 
continue. 

1.2 Suspension improvement 

Faced with the problem of improving an already satisfactory suspension 
system, a vibration engineer at present can be certain of only one thing. 
Namely that he has shown an improvement only when he has physically attenuated 
vibration of the vehicle at all frequencies in the RIDE SPECTRUM (2). 

This truth emerges from the fact that human beings are frequency 
sensitive to vibration. A characteristic about which, at present, we 
cannot be precise for the case of random vibration. 

At this point it should be emphasised that even when a reduction in 
vibration power has been achieved physically, at all frequencies, there 
remains the problem of Just Noticeable Difference (JND). One JND being 
the smallest difference in vibration characteristic capable of causing a 
change in the response of the human recipient (1). If there exists less 
than one JND in the reduction of vibration, the value of such a reduction 
to the human being Will be nil. 

1.3 Suspension design criterion - minimum discomfort spectrum (MDS). 

The vibration engineer who finds that he cannot reduce vibration power 
at all frequencies in the Ride Spectrum could direct his efforts towards 
achieving the Minimum Discomfort Spectrim. The M.D.S. is here defined as 
that distribution of Power in the Vehicle Power Spectrum (2).(See also Fig. 
13) that causes least discomfort to the recipient. 
















































































































































